Virtual Writer, Artist or Musician
Summary:
This is a virtual volunteer opportunity that you can do from home. It has been created to
showcase the talent of the youth of Stirling-Rawdon. This position is for youth ages 12-19 to
earn volunteer hours to complete high school graduation requirements while simultaneously
getting their work out there via www.stirlinglibrary.com and Stirling-Rawdon Library YouTube
Channel. Submissions will be shared via social media to promote local talents, to bring
enjoyment to library patrons and build positive relationships between youth and our community.
Volunteers will be given 4 hours per submission for their submission/participation, with a
maximum of 5 submissions per month, counting towards high school community involvement
requirements.
Duties/Responsibilities:
Virtual Writers/Artists/Musicians will be required to submit original creations in their preferred
medium in order to showcase different artistic talents from the youth of Stirling-Rawdon.
 Artists are required to submit artwork in their preferred medium (painting, photography,
drawing etc.).
 Writers are required to submit creative writing (stories or poetry) in their preferred writing
style.
 Musicians are required to submit music that they have composed, recorded and
performed.
 Submissions must be created by you and not copied by someone else.
Content is submitted via email to stirlingrawdonlibrary@gmail.com and then we curate the
content to be shared. Any writing is expected to have proper spelling, be grammatically correct
and not contain any profane language. Any videos, art or music is expected to be appropriate
for all audiences.
Skills/Qualifications:









12-19 years old
Access to a computer and reliable internet
You demonstrate a passion for community involvement, especially within a library setting
You are conscientious, reliable and independent
You demonstrate strong communication skills, verbal and written
You are open to learning new skills and undertaking new opportunities
You require minimal direction once a task has been assigned
You are able to work well individually or as part of a team in order to fulfill assigned tasks

Benefits:




Community service hours to satisfy high school graduation requirements
Learn new skills necessary for the job market: time management, communication skills,
leadership skills, decision making and problem solving skills etc.
Opportunity to give back to your community

